MNI is the leading provider of global macro news and intelligence specifically for the global Fixed Income and Foreign Exchange markets. Founded in 1983, MNI has press credentials recognized by both US houses of Congress, the Fed, the Bundesbank, the ECB, as well as by the governments and central banks of the G7 + China.

MNI has bureaus across Europe, Asia and the United States dedicated not only to providing news, but news analysis, linking breaking news to the effects on the capital markets. Our exclusive information and intelligence moves markets.

MNI Main Wire:
MNI’s Main Wire delivers real-time financial news and intelligence for global markets in scrolling headline format backed by in-depth stories. From analysis to breaking news, the Main Wire keeps you ahead of the market.

MNI Chicago Business Barometer™ — Chicago PMI:
• Monthly Key Leading indicator of U.S. GDP
• Consists of seven business activity indicators and three buying policy indicators
• Audio, Email or Alpha Flash (low latency) delivery

Contact:
For more information, please contact:
sales@marketnews.com or www.marketnews.com

MNI Exclusive Insight Emails:
Exclusives are our best, proprietary, in-depth news and analysis. Longer term themes to advance formulation of investment thesis, sourced from an extensive network of senior policymakers.

MNI Bullet Points:
MNI offers value-added and concise commentary giving instant, in-depth reporting in bullet point format:
• MNI Fixed Income Bullets, offer intraday commentary and analysis on global fixed income markets
• MNI Foreign Exchange Bullets, offers authoritative, minute-by-minute reporting on global currency markets

MNI Edge:
MNI Edge connects you directly to MNI experts via IM/IB. Subscriber receive tailored intelligence instantly instead of sifting through headlines for the answers they need and can interact directly with MNI experts.

MNI Connect:
MNI Connect is an exclusive service that brings together financial market participants and policy makers from the world’s major central banks, as well as other key government agencies.

Access:
• Bloomberg: MNII <GO>
• Reuters: F9 <MNMENU>
• MNI: www.marketnews.com